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 Trimming
fresh meat  from India

Rabbit Meat
Cut Up Fryer
Whole Body Fryer Ex Small
Trimming Room
Trimming/Cutting Knife.
Sharpening Steel.
  
Now the meat cuts are all boned out and we are left with with the boneless meat cuts. Here in 
the Trimmingmeat Room we cut the meat into the primal cuts and trim them ready for retail.
The primal cuts are nothing more than the individual muscles separated from each other and 
trimming is the term used for cutting everything away from these cuts that are not edible or the 
things we do not want to eat, like to much fat. Trimming also makes a meat cut look more 
appealing to the customers and therefore we trim way some meat too. However these meat 
trimmings are not wasted as they make good stir-fry when cut in small strips, or they are used 
for ground pork or even as sausage meat.
You will find that this is not a very difficult task to do. On this page you also will find helpful tips 
and guides on how best to cut steaks and schnitzel from a particular primal cut. As mentioned 
elsewhere on this website, how the steak is cut can and will have a big influence on the 
tenderness of the steak.

Trimming different meat cuts to retail cuts.

Before we go any further in this section, let me say something
about how to cut meat right. The number one reason why steaks
 are tough is because they are cut in the wrong direction. The wrong
 way is to cut meat with the flow of the muscle strands. The right way
 is shown above. See how the muscle strands run from the right side
 to the left side of the picture? The correct way is to cut the meat, as
 shown in the picture, diagonal to the flow of the muscle strands.

Here is another view of how meat should be cut. Observe how the
 muscle strands flow and the knife in relation to it. If we cut steaks
 in this way we shorten the muscle strands and thus the meat
 remains tender. If we cut with the muscle strands the steak wil
l turn though during cooking. The reason for this lays in the fact 
that the muscle strands shrink in the heat, pulling the meat together.
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Here you can see how I cut steaks but what I want to show you here is a way to ensure
that your finger tips remain on your fingers. Hold the meat lightly with your fingertips
curled under and the thumb tucked away behind the index finger. If done correctly the
knife blade should slide along the fist finger joints while leaving a distinct gab between
the finger tips and knife blade.

 To make pork chops first make a cut between the ribs all the way down to the spinal 
column as shown here.

 

Then turn the midsection around and cut with the bone saw trough the bone. 
If you like you can use a bone cleaver, but as I stated elsewhere in this tutorial,
 I do not like them. Bone cleavers make for lots of bone splinters and on a serious 
note, if you are not familiar in handling such a tool, you are liable to chop a finger
 or two off with it. Don't laugh it is the most common injury amongst butchers and 
meat cutters.
 

The fat of pork can be used in many ways. If you like you can make your own
 lard or use it in your sausage making. In fact if you are a sausage maker you 
need pork fat. The pork rind can be cut to pieces and deep fried to make
 delicious pork scratchings.Cut the fat with the hide on it into strips as shown
 here. Then make a incision with a sharp knife down to the hide but do not cut
 the hide itself.

 In a shaving motion push the knife at an 45 degree angle forward and the fat will 
form a roll like you see it. One tip, the knife has to be absolutely razor sharp.

The tenderloin has to freed of all fat and the silver skin, just barley visible at the
 thicker end. The fat on the tenderloin is very loose and can be pulled locos with
 the fingers. To get rid of the silver skin insert a thin knife just under the silver skin
 and then as you would fillet a fish push the knife under the silver skin forward with
 the blade facing a little upward.
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Throughout this tutorial you have seen bones just like this one, which 
is the Aitch Bone, from the hip. As you can see, even if we take care,
 there is still some meat on it. Not a lot but multiplied by a pork carcass 
it is about two pounds of meat. Good meat that can be turned into
 ground meat or used as sausage meat. Ever heard the expression,
 "I have a bone to pick with you." The expression comes from the 
butchers. Picking bones is tedious as you try with a little pointy knife 
as seen here to pick out that last morsel of meat from every nook
 and cranny.

To cut the belly ready for further processing we cut it into a square. 
Make a straight cut where the shoulder was attached.

The second straight cut is a the ham end of the belly.

The 3rd trim cut is right behind the nipples in a straight line from 
one end to the other. Now the side of pork is ready to be further
processed into a variety of delicious meat products, including
 curing and smoking for bacon. The cut offs can be used as 
ground meat or sausage meat   

Other meat cuts have the fat, gristle and other inedible or unsightly
 parts trimmed off. Use a long razor sharp trimming or cutting knife
 for this job.

Here I get ready to trim a loin section into a fine steak cut. All the fat
 has to come off and the loose meat on the front to the meat cut.
 

Here I cut away the loose meat and you already can see the fat
trimmed of the top. The cut off meat is used as ground meat, stir 
fry or stewing meat
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Here another meat cut, the ball from the ham is trimmed of all the fat,
gristle and membranes. This will make steak or in my case a nice
juicy bound roast.

Here is the half of the pork belly with skin rolled and ready to be tied up.
First I put a layer of spices and different fresh herbs on the belly surface
and then I rolled it.

Here is the half of the pork belly with skin rolled and ready to be tied up. 
First I put a layer of spices and different fresh herbs on the belly surface 
and then I rolled it.

Here you see another option. I cut a deep pocket into the belly. This one
will be filled and made into a stuffed roast.Read and learn more about 
such and other meat specialties in the Specialty Cuts Room
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